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Spelling list: Book 2 Units 1-3 Higher

soft c, soft g and unusual plurals

bicycle My  is an off-road mountain bike.bicycle

office The head is working in his  .office

centre They found themselves in the  of a storm.centre

excellent Jane and Jim are  dancers.excellent

police The  caught the burglars at the scene of the crime.police

concentrate It was hard to  with the music playing in the concentrate
room.

stranger The  knew nobody at the party.stranger

marriage They celebrated the  of William and Kate.marriage

cabbages  are bigger than sprouts.Cabbages

larger I would like the  portion of pudding.larger

gently The wind blew  over the beach.gently

wolf The hikers heard a  howling in the night.wolf

wolves We could hear the  howling.wolves

shelf The higher  is out of my reach.shelf

shelves We need four new  for the books.shelves

woman This  sailed alone around the world.woman

women Are  allowed to join the army?women

knife The  is made of stainless steel.knife

knives Fishermen's  need to be very sharp.knives

ladies The  do an aerobics class.ladies
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certain Are you  you paid that bill?certain

cereal Most children like  for breakfast.cereal

city Paris is the capital  of France.city

bicycle My  needs a new tire.bicycle

Centre They found themselves in the  of a storm.centre

space A  probe was launched yesterday.space

officer A General is an important army  .officer

faces It is a well known fact that a cube has six  .faces

racing The  car sped around the curve of the track.racing

concert The noise at the  was bearable.concert

Rice Hey exist on a meagre diet of  .rice

mice  like to keep warm.Mice

Price Scan the bar code to find the  .price

police The computer had a large memory cache.

ICE Take care not to skid on the  .ice

concentrated I  very hard.concentrated

twice I've been there  .twice

Circus I object to animals performing in a  .circus

certain Are you  you paid that bill?certain

cereal Most children like  for breakfast.cereal

city Paris is the capital  of France.city

bicycle My  needs a new tire.bicycle

Centre They found themselves in the  of a storm.centre

space A  probe was launched yesterday.space
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officer A General is an important army  .officer

faces It is a well known fact that a cube has six  .faces

racing The  car sped around the curve of the track.racing

concert The noise at the  was bearable.concert

Rice Hey exist on a meagre diet of  .rice

mice  like to keep warm.Mice

Price Scan the bar code to find the  .price

police The computer had a large memory cache.

ICE Take care not to skid on the  .ice

concentrated I  very hard.concentrated

twice I've been there  .twice

Circus I object to animals performing in a  .circus

certain Are you  you paid that bill?certain

cereal Most children like  for breakfast.cereal

city Paris is the capital  of France.city

bicycle My  needs a new tire.bicycle

Centre They found themselves in the  of a storm.centre

space A  probe was launched yesterday.space

nicer A day is so much  when it is sunny.nicer

officer A General is an important army  .officer

faces It is a well known fact that a cube has six  .faces

racing The  car sped around the curve of the track.racing

concert The noise at the  was bearable.concert

Rice Hey exist on a meagre diet of  .rice
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mice  like to keep warm.Mice

Price Scan the bar code to find the  .price

police The computer had a large memory cache.

ICE Take care not to skid on the  .ice

concentrated I  very hard.concentrated

twice I've been there  .twice

flap

spin To whirl is to  around quickly.spin

clap He was the sole person to  .clap

stamp This envelope needs a  .stamp

stick My dog likes to run after a  .stick

slim Sue is a very  girl.slim

plan Jim drew us a  of his new house.plan

grin He had a large  on his face.grin

hug She gave him a big  .hug

kidnap To  someone is to take them against their will.kidnap

Begin Alliteration involves words that  with the same begin
sound.

travel We love foreign  .travel

worship The clergy preach in places of  .worship

get Wait here until I  back.get

bluff The sun set slowly over the  .bluff

Stuff Do not  so much food in your mouth.stuff

Dress The sheik wore traditional  .dress

address  the judge as 'Your Honour'.Address
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flap

spin To whirl is to  around quickly.spin

clap He was the sole person to  .clap

stamp This envelope needs a  .stamp

stick My dog likes to run after a  .stick

slim Sue is a very  girl.slim

plan Jim drew us a  of his new house.plan

grin He had a large  on his face.grin

hug She gave him a big  .hug

kidnap To  someone is to take them against their will.kidnap

Begin Alliteration involves words that  with the same begin
sound.

travel We love foreign  .travel

worship The clergy preach in places of  .worship

get Wait here until I  back.get

ADD Add some thyme to the pasta sauce.

bluff The sun set slowly over the  .bluff

Stuff Do not  so much food in your mouth.stuff

Dress The sheik wore traditional  .dress

address  the judge as 'Your Honour'.Address
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